
Three elements:

- Link from Josiah to the bookplate is an 856 with |u that includes the account number, and |z that includes the fund name. Format:
  
  |uhttp://dl.lib.brown.edu/bookplates/fund.php?account=[acct #]|zPurchased on the [fund full name]

- Bookplate “target” that is indexed as a number, providing a link to Josiah from the bookplate, including 6-digit account number and fiscal year in six digits (e.g., 200607). Format:
  
  bookplate [acct#]_purchased_[FY]

- Human-readable accession information including the fund’s "shortname” and, if monographic, the fiscal year in two digits (e.g., fy07). Format:
  
  [shortname] fy[year]

Individual Items

ITEM RECORD – all three elements

y 856 |uhttp://dl.lib.brown.edu/bookplates/fund.php?account=054082|zPurchased on the Josiah S. Carberry Fund
a carberry fy07
f bookplate 054082_purchased_2007

example: This wild spirit : women in the Rocky Mountains of Canada

http://library.brown.edu/record=b4037296
**Multivolume set**, all vols on same fund; each item gets accession note, but only the bib has the other two elements.

**ITEM RECORD** FOR EACH ITEM – only accession note

```
a   carberry fy07
```

**BIB RECORD** OF SET – 856 for link and 935 for bookplate target

```
y  856  |uhttp://dl.lib.brown.edu/bookplates/fund.php?account=054082|zPurchased on the Josiah S. Carberry Fund
m  935  bookplate 054082_purchased_200607
```

example: The Greenwood encyclopedia of rock history

```
http://library.brown.edu/record=b4110223
```
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Serial (print) with holdings record

HOLDINGS RECORD – all three elements with field group “e” for the bookplate target. Field group “n” is used for the accession information but does NOT include the fy as this will be ongoing.

y 856 |uhttp://dl.lib.brown.edu/bookplates/fund.php?account=054082|zPurchased on the Josiah S. Carberry Fund e bookplate 054082

also!!! ORDER RECORD – add new variable length field “p” BOOKPLATE: bookplate [account#] [shortname] e.g. bookplate 054082 carberry

eexample: International studies review (print) http://library.brown.edu/record=b4107160
**Serial (electronic)** with single item record, no holdings record

ITEM RECORD – Like single-vol monographs, all three elements are in the item. However the bookplate target does NOT include the fy as this will be ongoing.

\[\text{y 856 |u} \text{http://dl.lib.brown.edu/bookplates/fund.php?account=054082|zPurchased on the Josiah S. Carberry Fund}\]
\[\text{a carberry fy07}\]
\[\text{f bookplate 054082}\]

also!!! ORDER RECORD –
add new variable length field "p" BOOKPLATE:
bookplate [account#] [shortname]
e.g. bookplate 054082 carberry

example: International studies review [electronic resource]
\[\text{http://josiah.brown.edu/record=b2773184}\]